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By Jason Bacaj - Enterprise Staff Writer

HOUSING PINCH

Septic permit data show where new homes are concentrated, ratio of
new full-time to seasonal

Tuesday, December 7, 2021

The town of Emigrant and the Pray area are pictured in this aerial photograph. Most of the new
development outside the fringes of Livingston has occurred around Emigrant and Pray. Census
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data show that the population of Pray grew by 16% between 2010 and 2020. 
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A heat map built from septic permit data shows that development in Paradise Valley since 2017
has been concentrated around the Emigrant and Pray areas along U.S. Highway 89.

A heat map built from septic permit data shows that since 2017 development outside Livingston
has mostly been on the northeast and southwest edges of the city.
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Development since 2017 in Shields Valley has been concentrated around Clyde Park and Wilsall
and areas east of U.S. Highway 89, as shown in a heat map built from septic permit data.

On the afternoon of Dec. 1, a few dozen community members gathered for
a virtual meeting to learn more about community land trusts, and anyone
familiar with virtual meetings would recognize the casual timbre ahead of
the event.

People talk among themselves ahead of time, peek around fellow
attendees’ rooms, followed by reminders to go on mute when the meeting
begins. It’s much more casual than a typical in-person meeting, with no
one sitting in places of distinction, no lectern for formal comment.

The casual energy of the virtual meeting belied the urgency of the
situation the meeting was intended to address.

“In Park County, the workforce can’t afford to purchase homes,” said
Austin Willis, outreach coordinator with Trust Montana, Inc. “And that’s
a really scary prospect as we move forward.”

In Park County, there are 2,433 single-person households and only 1,469
available onebedroom or studio apartments, according to the 2021 Park
County Housing Needs Assessment. The report, a collaborative project of
the Park County Community Foundation and the Human Resource
Development Council of District IX, released last month detailed the
scope of the local housing crisis. Nearly half of Park County
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Nearly half of Park County households earn less than $50,000 per year;
and 70% of renter households in the county are unable to afford the
average market rent, the report found. The average renter in Park County
makes $12.79 per hour and can sustainably pay $665 in rent each month.
But the current average rent is closer to $1,565.

Shortly after that report was released, two local housing groups jointly
released a draft Housing Action Plan that identified tools that could help
alleviate the housing crunch and map possible routes out of the crisis
through civic and non-governmental organizations working together.

The virtual meeting on Dec. 1 was part of a follow-up to that action plan.
It was titled “Community Conversation: Community Land Trusts,” hosted
by the Park County Environmental Council. Willis’ organization, Trust
Montana, promotes community land trusts and holds land in trusts to
help maintain affordable housing.

But how did the housing market in Park County reach this point?

Deep dive into permit data

Detailed data around development in the county is difficult to come by
because there are fewer rules and regulations compared to municipalities
like Livingston. But many building projects in the county are required to
get a septic permit, which offers a small window into the development
that’s occurred in unincorporated parts of the county.

The Livingston Enterprise obtained general septic permit records dating
back to 2009 and more detailed septic permit data for 2017 through the
end of September 2021. A heat map shows areas in Park County where
development has occurred since 2017.

Septic permits are issued for any building project that involves plumbing,
explained Kaleb Pearson, the county’s lead sanitarian. So if a landowner
wants to build a barn for storage, no permit is needed. But if the barn
were to have a bathroom, the project would need to pass through
Pearson’s office.

No septic permit is needed if the building going in can be serviced by a
municipal centralized wastewater system. Livingston and Gardiner both
have one. And there are several smaller ones scattered throughout the
county, such as at Crazy Mountain Ranch and Mountain Sky Guest
Ranch, Pearson said.

Pearson started working for Park County at the end of 2018 and said that
he’s seen a steady rise in the number of permits applied for over his three-
year tenure. And he noted that the type of projects have changed, with
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more profit-focused ventures like vacation rentals, wedding venues and
campgrounds.

The data show that development in the county ramped up slowly but
steadily from 2009 to 2015. Then in 2016, the county crossed a threshold
as the number of septic permits issued climbed to 112 — the first time it
broke triple digits in the data.

The number of permits issued only climbed from there, with 2021 on pace
to issue roughly 170 septic permits.

The vast majority of permits since 2017 were issued to projects in the area
surrounding the city of Livingston. Much of the development was
concentrated on the northeast and southwest edges of the city and a
smattering of projects in the areas of Cokedale and Quinn Creek roads.

To the south, in Paradise Valley, permits clustered around Pray. Census
data revealed that Pray is the fastest growing community in Park County,
with a population growth of 16% since 2010.

North, in Shields Valley, most growth appears around Clyde Park and
Wilsall, with a handful of projects east of U.S. Highway 89 in the foothills
of the Crazy Mountains.

Pearson has also tracked whether the septic permits he issues are for full-
time or seasonal residences since 2019. The nearly three years of data he’s
collected show that for every two full-time residences that have been built
in Park County, roughly one seasonal residence has been built.

‘We need more of everything’

“Is that a sustainable ratio? My gut feeling is that that is a very different
community than it has been in the past,” said Lila Fleishman, HRDC
project manager who worked on the draft Housing Action Plan.

Mountain communities and places with tourism-centric local economies
have struggled with housing problems for years, and the pandemic has
only exacerbated those issues, Fleishman said. Livingston and Park
County are somewhat unique compared to communities facing similar
challenges elsewhere.

In Vail, Colo., for instance, there is less than 5 square miles of developable
land. Permanent residents and the workforce population there compete in
the housing market with wealthy tourists and seasonal residents. To
combat the resulting housing challenges, in 2017 the town of Vail
launched the Vail InDEED program, which allows the town to purchase
deed restorations from homeowners and developers to permanently limit
the occupancy of a residence to people working in Eagle County,
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according to a case study by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s Office of Policy Development and Research.

Vail buys the deed restrictions by paying the homeowner between 15%
and 20% of the property’s fair market value — without requiring the
homeowner to sell the residence, the HUD study states. But when the
homeowner does sell the property, whoever buys it must either live and
work in an Eagle County business or rent to someone who works at least
30 hours per week in the county.

The Vail Daily reported that the town has spent about $10.5 million
acquiring 153 deed restrictions between 2017 and September 2020.

Here in Montana, Big Sky has also faced down a worsening housing crisis.
In response to the crisis, the Big Sky Community Housing Trust was
formed in 2016 following a local businessman’s donation of 10 acres of
land.

The Housing Trust is right now working on Big Sky’s RiverView
Apartments, a workforce housing project that has received nearly $7
million in state funding and $500,000 in funding from the Big Sky Area
District board, which also fully funds the Trust’s operations. The Trust’s
executive director has told Explore Big Sky that the project will add up to
400 beds for local workers.

“I know a lot of folks will point to what’s happening in Big Sky. But they
have the resort tax funding to work with,” said Barb Oldershaw, program
director for the PCCF. “Being a smaller community in a smaller funding
base … it’s just a little hard to figure out who is going to be supplying the
funds that would make some of these things viable.”

Right now Park County is at the stage where people are simply
envisioning what better housing opportunities could look like, Fleishman
said.

Which is why Willis was on Zoom at the beginning of December
explaining how Community Land Trusts work.

She feels that CLTs are better than deed restrictions for the local
community, in part because the county and the city of Livingston simply
don’t have millions of dollars to acquire properties. A CLT is usually a
nonprofit organization where farmland, commercial properties or other
community assets are held by the trust, which is governed by a board
made up of CLT homeowners, community members and experts, Willis
said.

The trust owns the land and sells the residential structure on it, which
makes purchasing a home more affordable because the buyer only pays
for the residence and signs a long-term ground lease with the CLT, she
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explained. While the homeowner doesn’t own the land, they can improve
the structure and recoup the value added when selling the home, she said.

“It keeps homes permanently affordable,” Willis said. “Once the home
comes into a Community Land Trust, it’s really captured there and
maintains affordability over time.”

CLTs are one of 12 possible tools identified by the Park County Housing
Working Group. Among the others identified by Fleishman’s group are
density bonuses, accessory dwelling units and short-term rental
regulation. Fleishman emphasized that this is the beginning stages of the
process and that it will take a concerted effort coordinated across
municipalities and other organizations over a sustained period of time to
make a dent in the local housing crisis.

“I think that for this to be successful, we need to have the plan adopted by
the civic leadership but also have buyin from a variety of non-
governmental partners, as well as somebody engaged in monitoring the
progress of the plan,” Fleishman said. “We need more of everything.”
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